Employment Practices Guide
This guide offers complete coverage of state and federal antidiscrimination laws and regulations, comprehensive explanations of laws that impose equal pay requirements and prohibit discrimination in employment on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin or age. (Bi-weekly updates, newsletter, Tracker News) Also available in Print.

Wages-Hours Reporter
Here’s the help you need to navigate through the Fair Labor Standards Act and related state and federal laws and regulations. Reports provide current information regarding minimum wages, equal pay for equal work, overtime and the prevailing wage rules affecting government contractors. (Bi-weekly updates, newsletter, Tracker News) Also available in Print—state laws and regulations available online only.

Get quick and easy access to text, cases and the affirmative action rules concerning gender, disability, race and veteran status that apply to federal contractors. (Quarterly updates, newsletter) Also available in Print—state laws and regulations available online only.

State and Federal Employment Law Compare
This innovative tool helps you quickly compare multiple state employment laws in an easy-to-read chart.

You get a complete, self-contained product providing summaries and full text of state and federal employment laws, regulations, executive orders plus case law. State Employment Law Daily Document Updates and State Law Tracker News are also included. (Updated daily) Now available via IntelliConnect mobile app (IC Mobile)

EEOC Compliance Manual
Your source for the full text of the EEOC’s manual of current guidelines and directives for bringing and settling job discrimination lawsuits against employers.

This practitioner’s guide interprets the law for all forms of discrimination—sexual harassment, age discrimination, family leave and more—as it explains unlawful practices. (Quarterly updates, newsletter) Also available in Print.

State Employment Laws
Find answers to state employment law questions quickly and easily with CCH’s unique, consistently organized format.

Search using plain language across one state or all 50 states, plus District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. This valuable resource helps ensure compliance with state employment laws and helps you make more informed decisions. (Monthly updates, Tracker News)

Accommodating Disabilities Decisions
Key court decisions are at your fingertips for a fast but thorough overview of disability discrimination law.

Critical points and legal precedents are highlighted with headnotes, and a subject matter index helps you locate the full text of cases. Handy tools such as compliance charts and samples aid your research. (Monthly updates, newsletter) Also available in Print.

Accommodating Disabilities—Business Management Guide
This guide covers the full scope of disability and accommodation requirements and gives practical, cost-effective strategies. (Monthly updates, newsletter) Also available in Print.

State and Federal Employment Law Trackers
Receive daily email alerts and updates on important employment law issues.
Your source for comprehensive coverage of every aspect of labor and employment law compliance

Authoritative CCH content and expert-authored Aspen Publishers treatises
The CCH Labor & Employment Library combines CCH publications with Aspen Publishers treatises to provide you with a comprehensive single source for labor and employment law.

The Library includes all of the publications described in this brochure with links to federal and state labor and employment laws, more than 200,000 cases, concise explanations and expert analysis.

Specialized, authoritative CCH content includes the full breadth of fair employment practices, labor relations and disabilities law at the federal and state levels, providing primary source research materials, annotated explanations and timely updates of news and current developments. Many of the CCH publications include time-saving tools and daily news trackers. You’ll stay connected to all the latest information, new rulings, and legislation to understand what they mean to your business.

Expert-authored Aspen Publishers treatises feature analytic and practical guidance covering employee terminations, disabilities law, employment discrimination litigation, sexual harassment in the workplace, covenants not to compete, and immigration law. You’ll get the guidance and insight needed to clearly understand complex issues, and craft the best solution for your organization.

Subscription options
You can subscribe to the entire library or select just the publications needed for your business.

How does your current library compare with the CCH Labor & Employment Law Library?

Compare your current library with the CCH Labor & Employment Law Library—does it offer ALL of the following?

- A continuously updated database of more than 200,000 state and federal labor, wage-hour, employment practices, and disabilities cases dating back to the mid-1930s
- A daily case load feature
- Online analytical treatises authored by subject matter experts, allowing you access to the most reliable expertise
- A time-saving tool for comparing multiple state and federal employment laws side by side
- EEOC, OFCCP and NLRB manuals online
- Pricing to suit your budget, making the Library a highly cost-effective resource

Learn how you can become more efficient and productive through time-saving features and functionality with the CCH Labor & Employment Law Library. Call 800-449-6435 for a no-obligation price quote and a 10-minute demonstration!
**Labor Arbitration Awards**
A repository of current awards that settle grievances between employees and employers under union contracts. Awards cover a variety of industries and deal with grievances of wide interest and application. Includes Smart Chart functionality. (Monthly updates, newsletter) Also available in Print. Now available via IntelliConnect mobile app (IC Mobile).

**Labor Relations**
Includes full text and explanatory material covering union organizing, collective bargaining and contract administration. Reporting includes federal and state court decisions, statutes, regulations, and NLRB decisions and rules. (Bi-weekly updates, newsletter, Tracker News) Also available in Print.

**Labor Law Journal**
This quarterly journal reviews the complex relationship of law, labor, management, and the economy. Also available in Print.

**NLRB Case Handling Manual**
This manual gives you a clear understanding of the NLRB’s procedures for processing cases to ensure your case conforms to the Board’s guidelines. (Quarterly updates, newsletter) Also available in Print.

---

**Daily Cases feature**
Daily cases collected by Wolters Kluwer are available in PDF or Word format.

**Tracker News Alerts**
Daily news chosen according to your preferences is emailed to you automatically.
TREATISES

**Americans with Disabilities Act Handbook**  
*Henry H. Perritt, Jr.*  
Organized by topic, the first half of the ADA Handbook analyzes statutory language, legislative history, agency ADA regulations and relevant case law. The second half of the Handbook walks you through the chronology of a lawsuit. Internet only

**Employee Dismissal: Law and Practice**  
*Henry H. Perritt, Jr.*  
Delivers comprehensive coverage of the laws encompassing employment discrimination—including Title VII, the Civil Rights Acts of 1991, ADA, ADEA, and the Equal Pay Act. Case law discussion included. Internet only

**Covenants Not to Compete**  
*Mark R. Filipp*  
Offers a complete, practical resource on restrictive covenants, including plaintiff and defendant approaches. Internet only

**Handbook of Section 1983 Litigation**  
*David W. Lee*  
Organized to allow quick access to specific information—whether acting as counsel for the plaintiff or the defendant—the Handbook delivers clear, concise coverage of the laws governing every aspect of a Section 1983 case. Internet only

**Representing Plaintiffs in Title VII Actions**  
*Robert E. McKnight, Jr.*  
Discusses all the key topics and issues surrounding Title VII actions and the process of representing plaintiffs in such cases. Internet only

**Sexual Harassment in the Workplace: Law and Practice**  
*Alba Conte*  
Guides you through all relevant administrative and legal proceedings, from client interviews to attorney fees, with discussion of state and federal remedies available to maximize recovery. Internet only

**Immigration Law in the Workplace**  
*Charles M. Miller, Marcine A. Seid, S. Christopher Stowe, Jr.*  
Leading immigration employment and tax experts provide clear, concise guidance on complying with the latest federal laws. Included are well-documented explanations, charts, forms, and compliance programs, as well as chapters on Social Security and tax issues. Internet only

**Employer’s Guide to Union Organizing Campaigns**  
Get the insights and tools to guide your company through every stage of union organizing campaigns so that you can react quickly, effectively, and legally even before organizing begins. You also get complete coverage of the Employee Free Choice Act (EFCA) and current case law, plus sample letters, checklists, and documents ready for immediate use.

Aspen Publishers treatises include links to corresponding primary source material
**CCH® Employment Law Daily**

The expertise, thoroughness and accuracy of a team of attorneys with diverse backgrounds ensure that *CCH Employment Law Daily* is the resource you can trust for timely labor and employment case law updates and legislative developments.

A premium service offering daily emails and access to an online searchable database, *CCH Employment Law Daily* offers:

**Breaking News**
- Same-day news—Daily wrap-up email arrives at the end of each day
- Breaking News Alerts—Sign up to receive alerts of major developments when they occur
- Full summaries of federal and state supreme, appellate and district court decisions with links to full text

**Immediate Access**
- Easy viewing capability on your Smartphone or any mobile device
- Access all links directly from a mobile device without having to log in
- Forward critical information immediately to colleagues or clients with our special copyright permissions
- Enjoy access to an archival database

**Priced for Savings**
Save as much as 50% over a comparable service!

---

**CCH® Human Resources Compliance Library**

The *CCH Human Resources Compliance Library* is an online resource that addresses complex HR issues with practical answer-oriented information.

The Library provides everything you need to comply with federal and state laws and changing HR practices.

The Library consists of the following topics:
- Benefits
- Compensation
- Discrimination and Retaliation
- Employee Relations
- HR Management
- Organizational and Employee Development
- Safety, Security, Risk Management
- Staffing
- Unions

The Library features:
- Organization by type of information: Quick Answers, Analysis and Guidance, Sample Documents, and Tools
- State and Federal Employment Laws, including full text of laws and regulations, plus summaries of key areas
- Hundreds of Benchmarks, Checklists, Expert Advice, Forms, Legal Analysis, Sample Policies and other samples
- *HR Management: Ideas and Trends Newsletter*—Monthly newsletter includes coverage of recent developments, interviews with experts, surveys of trends and more
- *State Law Library Newsletter*—Monthly newsletter detailing the changes in state labor, wage and employment discrimination laws and regulations

You also get time-saving tools:
- *Administaff® Performance Now* helps you implement a year-round performance management process.
- *Descriptions Now* lets you create ADA-compliant job descriptions quickly and easily.
- *Interactive forms* include hundreds of federal and state forms that cover wages/hours, EEO, immigration and much more.
- *State and Federal Employment Law Compare* for comparing state and federal employment laws side-by-side in a convenient chart format.
- *CCH Training Tools in PowerPoint* offers expertly-written, customizable training templates that cover topics ranging from sexual harassment to how to conduct an interview.